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With the Battle of Kosovo in the year 1389, the final downfall of the Bulgarian kingdom in the

year 1393, and the resulting seizure of theDanubeports by theOttoman invaders, a newepoch

of menace and threat began for the whole of South-East Europe. As Gustav Gündisch once so

aptly commented in a newspaper article following the terminology of Şerban Papacostea:1

It was the appearance of the Turks on the Lower Danube in the last quarter of the
fourteenth century that altered the political landscape in this region. The contrast
that took on the character of a “permanent confrontation” was formed.2

In the following article, light will be shed upon the consequences of this state of affairs, as

well as the role and importance of the town of Braşov (Kronstadt) in the repulsion of Ottoman

expansion. To be more precise, the period covered will stretch from the time of the campaign

of Murad II against Transylvania during the summer of 1438 – which is considered to be the

first fully organized advance by the Ottomans against this region – to the Battle of Breadfield

on October 13, 1479.

The defensive battles of John Hunyadi against the Ottoman army, as well as the rule of

the Hungarian KingMatthew Corvinus, for instance, fall within this time-frame. At the same

time, personalities such as the Wallachian Voivod Vlad the Impaler (Ţepeş) and Stephen the

Great also appear on the scene. The persona of Vlad became notorious3 by way of later pam-

phlets later envogue in European literature, whereas the latter became famous for his mas-

terly repulsion of the Ottoman troops in a similar manner to John Hunyadi.

All of these figures are united, not only by the – naturally only described as such from

the European perspective – phase of the “repulsion of the Turks” in the 15th century.4 They

also shared the common factor that they were all also, in one way or another, connected to

Braşov, or even maintained, to an extent, correspondence with the town. On a parallel, on

the side of the Ottomans, the reigns of both of the Sultans Murad II and Mehmed II, known

as “the Conqueror”, fall within this period of time. Their military planning and politics in

consequence also influenced the course of events for Braşov. At the same time, the town also

experienced awave of the plague,5 social unrest6 and amassive earthquake,7 all eventswhich,

in addition to the danger posed by the Ottomans, fell upon and involved the entire population

of the town. However, the town succeeded in experiencing one of the most significant high

points in its development during this period of time.

Braşov and the Ottoman Expansion up until 1438

Confrontation with Ottoman expansion began for Braşov at the end of the 14th century with

the treaty withMircea the Elder in the year 1395 which was part of King Sigismund of Luxem-

bourg’s8 anti-Ottoman policy and was signed in Braşov.9 The first confirmed invasion into

Burzenland, which took place via the Bran Pass, was apparently in the same year.10 It was be-

cause of its geographical position at the mouths of several mountain passes that the security

of the Törzbürg Pass was one of the most important factors in the defence agenda regarding

the danger posed by the Ottomans. With the exception of the retreat of the Ottoman Army

across Burzenland after the campaign of Murad II, all of the invasions of the area took place

byway of the surrounding passes. The position of Braşov in a protected, shallow valley, facing

a North-Eastern direction, had its effect upon the specifications of the town’s defences.

It was due to external political processes and events within both Europe and the Ottoman

Empire that, apart from individual smaller incidents of pillaging by irregular troops,11 two

decades of relative peace for Braşov followed this first invasion. That Bran was in the posses-

sion of Mircea the Elder during this period was also a determining factor.12

It was not until the year 1421 that the first invasion of Burzenland13 that can be confirmed

by sources took place, although King Sigismund declared Braşov to be in a state of emer-

gency in 1419.14 In 1420 the King urged the surrounding rural population to partake in the

building of the town’s defences which were, however, not sufficiently advanced to repulse the

attack that took place the following year.15 Leopold Kupelwieser referred in his military his-

tory research to the Predeal Pass as the route taken by the Ottoman troops,16 a fact that has,

however, neither been taken up nor confirmed in later works.
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The disastrous invasion caused a longer-lasting crisis in Braşov. Churches and housing had

been to a larger part destroyed and the majority of the population had been taken captive.17

As a result of the intervention of the Wallachian Voivod, a great many of these captives had

been able to regain their freedom in Wallachia.18However, until the beginning of the 1430s,

a longer-lasting crisis in the population, caused by the withdrawal of a large portion of the

population as a result of the dangerous situation, appears to have taken place.19

However, at this time, under the auspices of King Sigismund, who in 1426 and 1427 was

even in Braşov in person,20 the town succeeded in extending its defences. As a consequence

of the situation within Wallachia and Hungarian politics, it was not until 1432 that there was

a renewed invasion, which apparently also took place via the Bran Pass.21 Although large

areas of Burzenland, as well as the suburbs of Braşov, were to a great extent destroyed, the

town’s defences were apparently this time capable of withstanding the attack.22 There was

also fear of a renewed Ottoman invasion in the following year which is not traceable in the

sources.23 During this year, however, a revolt must have occurred among the population.24

The next two Ottoman invasions did not take place until five years later in 1438.

Braşov and the Ottoman Danger in the Period from 1438–1479

After the invasion of that year, the town succeeded in 1432 at the latest, within its peripheral

geographical position, in coming to an arrangement with the situation of the threat posed by

the Ottomans. This becomes clear in the rapid advancement and steady growth of political

influence of Braşov in this period. The prerequisites for this development were, above all,

not only a good information network, but also an extensively expanded system of defence

for the town. It was these factors that enabled the population to concentrate on the wider

political situation, although their interest was primarily directed towards the security of the

profit-making trade routes.

All of the information about Ottoman troopmovements or activity in the Ottoman Empire

was communicated in a regular exchange of information between Transylvania, the rest of the

KingdomofHungary, aswell asWallachia andMoldavia. This frequently occurred as part of a

mutual exchange which often was, however, an instrument of negotiation as a counter-move

for other idealistic andmaterial gains. At the same time the town itself took on the role of both

a deliverer and recipient of information. Information received was also passed on.25 During

this time, in actual fact, the towns of southern Transylvania and, above all, Braşov, delivered

the main bulk of information about the troop movements of the Ottomans to the Kingdom of

Hungary.26 Such information was equally exchanged between these towns, such as was the

case between Braşov and Sibiu (Hermannstadt).27 Messengers on horseback conveyed the

transmission of information.28 In the case of invasion information could also be transmitted

in other ways such as “the furthering of a sword dipped in blood”,29 or the use of acoustic

signals as well as smoke and fire beacons.30

In 1438 the first great organized invasion of Ottoman troops into the territory of Transyl-

vania took place.31 After the end of the so-called Transylvanian people’s revolt and a year

after the death of King Sigismund of Luxembourg, Sultan Murad II personally undertook an

invasion of Transylvania in the summer of 1438. The area surrounding Braşov was affected

during the retreat of the Ottoman Army.32

For the first time Transylvania was subjected to the actual violence of an organized de-

ployment of Ottoman troops, the waves of which also reached Braşov. On the other hand, the

Ottoman troops were for the first time confronted by the, at this stage, heavily fortified and

difficult to take towns of Sibiu and Braşov. The collective concept of strategic defence of the

towns of Transylvania, whichmade it impossible for the Ottomans to establish themselves on

a permanent basis,33 was able to prove its efficacy in its repulsion of this powerful invasion.

Shortly afterwards, in September 1438, a renewed invasion into the surroundings of

Braşov, which apparently took place by way of the neighbouring passes, occurred.34 Before-

hand, in February of the same year, the Voivod of Wallachia had assured Albrecht, King of

Hungary, that Braşov would be made secure against Ottoman invasion.35 Such assurances

of protection on the part of Wallachia also appear in later times,36 where, above all, they are

made use of as an argument during negotiations.37

The invasion itself is directly confirmed by news from the Székely Count Emmerich Bebek to

the Braşov Council. This news was at the same time concerned with the activities of Ottoman
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soldiers in the Bran Pass area which the Székely Count for that reason wanted to have made

impassable.38

The invasion in September of the year 1438 is also the last attack on Burzenland that is

confirmed by source material until the year 1479, although this area remained under the im-

pression of constant threat and danger as a result of events outside the country. Invasions

on a smaller scale are not to be excluded, either.39 One source reports of a further invasion

in Transylvania which is not, however, corroborated elsewhere and which might possibly be

brought into connection with the first great invasion of 1438.40

Under John Hunyadi, first as the Voivod in Transylvania and later also as the Hungarian

Vice-Regent, a new and decisive phase of retaliation against Ottoman conquests began, in

which Braşov became also heavily involved. This manifested itself in a variety of areas and

developments which continued under Matthias Corvinus, as well. The continuation of the

building of defences, together with a flourishing production of weapons, and Braşov’s role as

a deliverer of information, formed a part of these developments.

The town was frequently entrusted with the procurement of information about the Ot-

tomans, as well as other substantial items of information and surveillance tasks which were

often concerned with Wallachia and its position with regard to the Ottoman Empire.41 In

two letters to the Council of Braşov in 1443 and 1444 John Hunyadi wrote of his successes

on the battlefield.42 Such reports about direct confrontations in battle followed from outside

sources, too. At the same time rumours and false information were intermittently spread,

for example, when the Wallachian Voivod Vladislav II expressed his opinion in 1448 on the

whereabouts of John Hunyadi in connection with the news about his defeat: “Dubium est de

vita ipsius […].”43

This is not the only case in which false information is given.44 The fact that the town was

exposed to a variety of different sources of information has led to uncertain perceptions and a

fluctuating status of information. In some cases the town also received extensive information

fromWallachia e.g., on Ottoman conquests in Albania.45

There must have been a far better and even more extensive exchange of oral information

which may only be partially gleaned from documents in which oral informants are named to

endorse their authenticity.46 The high density of trade in the town must in itself have pro-

duced a great machinery of rumours which reached the population in all parts of the country

and thus quenched the thirst of people for the latest news.

Ultimately the Town Council would have mainly relied upon the town’s own system of

scouts with regard to events within the immediate geographical surroundings. Informants

with town connections were available for events and political proceedings outside that area.

One of these informants was Johannes Reudel who lived in Vienna. Two of his letters to the

Council of Braşov from the years of 1454 and 1455 have survived.47 In these he gossiped on

agitating political proceedings of which he had heard, and expressed his critical views with

regard to the Papal call for a crusade against the Ottomans. Braşov also appears to have had a

secret informant at the Court ofWallachia, asmay be ascertained from a document of 1476.48

Information about the messenger network maintained by Braşov can be found in a doc-

ument of June 8, 1475. In this document Matthias Corvinus forbade the demand for the

payment “of spies and guards in the Hatzeg Country” by Braşov “because they have to sup-

port scouts in the Romanian principalities and in Turkey themselves”. By the geographical

naming of the areas of deployment “inWallachia, Moldavia quam etiam in Thurcia”, one also

learns that themessenger network was in constant operation and not only used for individual

operations.49

The conduct of Braşov towards the respectiveWallachian Voivods was mainly determined

by the political relationship of the Wallachians towards the Ottoman Empire, or by higher

orders.50 There are, however, examples of independent action with regard to this. The rea-

sons for this were the economic interests of Braşov which often led to diverging patterns of

behaviour with regard to this question. The Voivods of Wallachia themselves appear, even in

phases of political reconciliation with the Ottoman Empire, to have endeavoured to remain

in favour with Braşov.51At the same timeWallachia was able to take on the role of amediator

between Braşov and the Ottoman Empire.52

In 1456 Vlad Ţepeş secured himself a right to refuge in Braşov in the event of an Ottoman

invasion.53 Four days after confirming that, he stood under threat by Ottoman troops and

turned to Braşov once again. In view of an expected Ottoman envoy, he asked the Braşov

Council to consider the influence his appearance would have and for that reason asked for
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troops to be sent to frighten off the Ottomans.54 A similar-sounding demand fromWallachia

also appeared in 1473.55 Subsequent to the conflict between Braşov and Vlad Ţepeş there are

records from the year 1460 concerning suggestions of the latter for a treat between himself,

Burzenland andBraşov, aswell as the so-called Seven andTwoSeats of Transylvania, inwhich

reciprocalmilitary support andprotection, and the exchange of information arementioned.56

In connection with the Ottoman threat there was a tension as a result of events apart from

politics. In 1472 inhabitants of Braşov robbed Wallachian refugees who had escaped from

the Ottomans.57 There were also disagreements about trade with Ottoman wares.58 Further

tension arose because of the harbouring inBraşov ofWallachian bojarswhowere notwell-dis-

posed towards the respective Voivod.59

The exchange of news between Moldavia and Braşov relating to the Ottomans does not

become tangible until later and is connectedwith the defensive campaign of Stephen theGreat

against the Ottoman expansion. At the same time Braşov provided him with information

about the movements of Ottoman troops.60 In further correspondence that has survived, the

Moldavian Voivod even demanded the cessation of food deliveries toWallachia for the reason

that Wallachia was subordinate to the Ottoman Empire.61

This correspondence, because of its short succession in time, provides an indication of the

density of contemporary traffic of information which must have existed between Stephan the

Great in Moldavia and Braşov. It also indicates the speed at which the exchange of infor-

mation was carried out. It was apparently possible within six days of sending off a letter to

convey the reply as well as the following words of thanks.

The growing political significance of Braşov was also evident in its involvement and active

participation in the supra-regional political scene. Here the town was also involved in the

renewal of the unio trium nationum between the Hungarian nobility, Székely people and

Transylvanian Saxons in 1459 which was especially directed against the Ottomans.62 There

also exists a letter to Braşov in connection with a treaty planned between Matthias Corvinus

and Michael Szilágyi against the Ottoman Empire.63 The Council was also informed about

and involved in efforts for peace on the part of Wallachia.64

An announcement by John Hunyadi on December 17, 1449, in which he reports on the

settlement of a ceasefire with the Ottoman Empire for which envoys of the Sultan were to

go to Braşov, is of particular interest.65 In the following year he wrote to the Council that

he “would come to the lower parts to transform the ceasefire with the Turks into the desired

peace”.66 These negotiations were possibly held in Braşov. Above all, it appears that the town

would have been a suitable place for them as a result of its geographical position on the border

of the Hungarian Empire.

The mood of the population when confronted with such guests may only be guessed at.

It was very probably one of a great distrust and disfavour. The attitude of the members of

the Council would have been governed by their interests. Prejudices and hostility towards

enemies were certainly present on every social level.

There was undoubtedly a daily exchange with the population of the Ottoman Empire. The

presence of Turkish traders is evident in a document from the middle of the 70s of the 15th

century. In this document the Wallachian Voivod Basarab Laiotă informed the Braşov Town

Council “that a Turkish trader who is a good friend of him and has many goods has come

into the country” and “calls upon all those willing to buy to bargain and trade with the Turks

in Bucharest Castle and ensures free conduct for the return journey”.67 Trade with oriental

goods was an important component of Braşov’s commerce. The townwas increasingly reliant

upon the trade with Turkish merchants at its borders because of the repeated interruption of

important trade routes.

In the granting of privileges, from which Braşov also profited, the aspect of the “repulsion

of the Turks” was mentioned time and again,68 as in the important charter of 1461 in which

Matthias Corvinus granted the town the right to seal documents with red wax from that time

onwards. One of the reasons given for the granting of this privilege is, among others, the role

of Braşov in the battle against the Turks.69

Besides some documents relating to military levies for all of the Transylvanian Saxons,70

there were also military directives for Braşov. For example, a command by the Voivod in

Transylvania from 1477 in which the careful guarding of the borders is ordered has sur-

vived.71 In 1467 Braşov was to a large part released from the duty of sending fighting men

and in 1470 finally from all further “supply of harness and provisions duties”.72 A year later

Matthias Corvinus forbade “the participation of the Saxons of Braşov and the Burzenland in
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the campaign against the Turks, as they have promised him their financial support”. The

exact sum is unfortunately not named, Corvinus only mentioning a “grandem summam flo-

renorum auri”.73 Braşov had to make a contribution towards the maintenance of the Hun-

garian mercenary army, too.74 Even further privileges were at any rate secured in course of

active defence negotiations.75 The development in the 60s and 70s of the 15th century leads

especially in the direction of an exemption from military levies and privileges with regard to

all other remaining activities. Hence follows how important the role of Braşov actually was

in the defence of Transylvania. This development also shows how the King became reliant on

economically and financially potent towns.

The continuous extension and further building of fortifications represented a substantial

element in the “repulsion of the Turks”. Larger financial allowances to this end are known

from the years 1439 and 1440.76 In 1454 the inhabitants of the surrounding localities were

summoned by the King to help build the fortifications.77 Similar orders to the surrounding

localities are verifiable for the time beforehand, reaching back to the end of the 14th century.78

The town fortifications appear to have originally consisted of palisades with wooden gates,

together with pitfalls, moats and ramparts.79 In the second half of the 14th century, even

before the first Ottoman invasions, the replacement of these constructions by stone walls

had begun.80 The completion of the wall took, however, until the late 15th century, so that

“the constant carrying-out of work in long phases of construction partly took place in face of

the danger posed by the Turks”.81 At the same time, however, original defences still served

their purpose, for example, by protecting the outer areas of the towns, namely the suburbs.82

Simultaneously to the enlargement of the wall, the town’s defences were also completed

by further defensive constructions:

At the corners of the town, as well as at other strategic points, strong bastions were
constructed. Outside the town walls there were moats everywhere, as well as ponds,
which were intended to prevent approaches by the enemy, or at least to make them
more difficult.83

That the town’s defences in the invasion of 1432 in all probability held against the attackmight

indicate that the construction of the first ringed wall of defence had already been completed

by this time. In a document of 1432, moreover, a tower is mentioned which apparently also

belonged to the inner townwall.84 In course of the 15th century the defences knownnowadays

as the Black and White Towers were also constructed which represented important strategic

points in the whole concept of Braşov’s defence system. As the so-called Brassovia Castle on

the battlements no longer fitted in with this concept, it was dismantled in about 1450 and its

building materials were re-used in the town’s defences.85 In 1455 there was still a chapel on

the site of the castle which had apparently once been part of the castle and which was only

allowed to be demolished following the permission previously granted by the Archbishop and

in return for the setting up of an altar in the Church of Mary.86

The church and refuge castleswhichwere otherwise sowidely spread in Transylvaniawere,

considering the extensively-built ring of defence around the town, superfluous. On a com-

parison of length, the wall of defence was one of the longest in the whole of Transylvania. At

least the second of the four partly ringed walls around the town must have already been con-

structed in the 15th century.87 The wall itself was about twelve metres high and was equipped

with three town gates.88

Alongside the construction industry, and as a result of the danger posed by the Ottomans,

the weapons industry flourished more than ever. The first evidence of an order to the town

for weapons by John Hunyadi stems from 1443. He ordered battle and siege weapons from

the Council and, that is, “currus Thaboriorum simul cum bombardis, pixidibus, machinis et

cunctis ingeniis”.89 With the first he meant specially-equipped Hussite wagon-fortresses90

with which Hungary had first come into contact at the beginning of the 15th century. In a

later document they are mentioned in connection with Hunyadi’s engagements against Mu-

rad II.91 As the production of these wagon-fortresses was apparently not known at that time

to the inhabitants of Braşov, Hunyadi sent a craftsman from Bohemia, who was to instruct

them in the process.92 A little later the next of Hunyadi’s letters followed.93 The Bohemian

craftsman had apparently been greeted in an inappropriate manner and with laughter. His

instructions as to the production of the wagon-fortresses had not been carried out, resulting

in a lack of production. John Hunyadi admonished the inhabitants of Braşov that they were

to produce the wagon-fortresses “non tantum pro nobis sed pro tota christianitate”.94 The
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historical evidence which this testimony gives of the mindset of the craftsmen of Braşov is

particularly absorbing. They apparently did not regard it as necessary to engage themselves

in a technology that was both strange and foreign to them. Neither were they prepared to

let a foreigner instruct them in this process, as they believed that they were able to rely on

their ownweapons which were at any rate technologically advanced. In this context amarked

sense of competition certainly exerted its influence upon the craftsmen.

However, this incident certainly did not represent a conscious violation of duties towards

Hunyadi. The craftsmen themselves were undoubtedly aware of the threat posed by the Ot-

toman troops and the significance of weapon production. At the same time it must be borne

in mind that the last invasion that had affected the inner population of the town had finished

ten years before. Hunyadi’s admonishment appears to have taken its effect, as no further

document relating to this issue remains.

In Hunyadi’s previously quoted letter, firearms were also mentioned.95 We acquire first

knowledge of the new craft of firearms production in 1435 when gunpowder is referred to.96

Under John Hunyadi all warfare was adjusted to accommodate this development. Matthias

Corvinus also ordered firearms in Braşov.97 By the end of the 15th century the number of

firearms producers had risen significantly, although the classical production of weapons con-

tinued simultaneously throughout the whole of the century98. Numbers are available for at

least the end of the century: “It emerges in the tax lists from 1475 to 1500 that there were still

22 bowmakers, 21 shield makers and sword makers in Braşov at this time.”99

Repeated orders forweapons byHunyadi show that the production of even large quantities

of weapons in a relatively short period of time did not pose a logistic problem for Braşov.100

Hunyadi apparently ordered smaller amounts of weapons, in all probability for his personal

entourage, too.101 Not only production, but also repairs to damaged materials brought in

contracts for the craftsmen.102

In the sources it is to be seen that, alongside the usual production of firearms, larger siege

weapons such as those used, for example, in the Siege of Constantinopel in 1453 were pro-

duced.103 The great cannon which was used here is also said to have been produced by a

craftsman said to be from Transylvania. It is not known whether he came from Braşov or

whether he acquired his knowledge there. Braşov itself was provided with enough weapons

for the defence of the town. These were necessary to guarantee the full efficacy of the town’s

fortifications.104

Several documents are authentic proof of the weapons trade beyond the borders of Tran-

sylvania, especially that with Wallachia. Even Stephan the Great placed his trust in the

weapons craftsmanship of the inhabitants of Braşov, as evident in a source from the begin-

ning of 1476.105

Deliveries ofweapons to one’s ownarmies often had to take place byway of other countries,

for example Wallachia. The Wallachian Voivod Vladislav, for example, asked for permission

in a document of 1453 regarding a delivery of weapons to Kilia for this to take place via the

towns of Târgovişte and Brăila, so that the delivery could proceed in secret and without dan-

ger.106A year later further instructions followed, this time given byHunyadi himself.107 Fear

that such deliveries outside Transylvania could fall into the hands of enemies was certainly

present for the Council of Braşov. The immediate threat was, however, towards the delivery

transports themselves.

At the end of 1445 the Wallachian Voivod Vlad Dracul requested the delivery of “bows,

arrows, firearms and salpeter” in connection with his conquests in southern Wallachia.108

The Voivod was apparently dependent on this delivery in order to strengthen the defences of

the seized town.

In the course of the export of weapons outside the Kingdom of Hungary there were also

disagreements between the craftsmen and the town council, as was the case in 1452. A ser-

vant of the Wallachian Voivod Vladislav II had bought shields in Braşov, but was at any rate

hindered in their consequent export by the town council.109 At the same time this was prob-

ably a short-term, politically self-motivated intervention by the town council. Braşov must

have been supporting the pretender to the throne and later Voivod Vlad Ţepeş in opposition

to the policy of the Kingdom of Hungary towards Wallachia.110 This could provide the ex-

planation of the behaviour of the town council towards the man-servant of the Voivod who

was in power. It is unfortunately no longer possible to ascertain whether the craftsmen sold

weapons against previous instructions by the town council, or whether the hindrance of the

exports by the town council followed afterwards.
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In 1456 there was apparently a similar incident in connection with the recommendation of a

certain Župan Stoic to the Council of Braşov by Vlad Ţepeş, which probably referred to the

personal weapons master of the prince.111

In 1475 the Wallachian Voivod Basarab Laiotă complained about the buying of weapons

in Braşov. In a document he made objections about the veto on the export of weapons and

iron and threatened that he could “buy enough iron, and even cheaper, from the Turks”.112

A further document of Basarab declares “that the inhabitants of Braşov do not deliver prod-

ucts such as shields, crossbows, ironware and weapons of all kinds”. The Voivod added the

comment: “I do not knowwhat you are doing andwhat you expect. Do youwant to incite a re-

bellion against me or what are your intentions? I do not know.”113 A year later he asked for a

tax rebate for the delivery of weapons for which he sent one of his man-servants to Braşov.114

Finally, it is interesting to draw a comparison with the production of weapons in Sibiu at

the same time. Nearly all the surviving documents come from the chancellery of Matthias

Corvinus.115 However, it is also possible to identify other purchasers,116 among others also

Stephen Báthory who, by the way, issued the document from Braşov.117 By comparing the

documents which have survived in both towns, it is possible to gather that, at least at the

time of John Hunyadi, Braşov played a great role in matters concerning the production of

weapons.

The danger posed by the Ottomans also had an effect upon the Church. Letters of indulgence

for the Church of Mary in Braşov followed repeatedly.118 Firstly, these were a sign of the

significance and symbolic character of the Church in the light of the Ottoman danger. They

were equally, however, an indicator of themassive destruction by the invasion of 1421, as well

as of the enormous financial burden posed on the Church due to building activities.

A document of JohnHunyadi, inwhich he lays a protective handupon the church inBraşov

is particularly interesting. In it he forbade “the army which was marching off to the Turkish

war to store things in their courtyards or to harm them in any other way”.119 This document

from themiddle of 1444 gives additional evidence on the consequences that the maintenance

of an army could have for one’s own territory.

The effects of the Ottoman threat for individual inhabitants of Braşov are difficult to as-

certain from the sources. Interesting evidence is given in 1470 by a widow in Braşov about

Joerg Hoen from Petersberg who was taken prisoner by the Ottomans in Adrianapolis.120

Several documents of 1479 record that there had been a smaller invasion of Burzenland

which must have taken place by way of the Bran Pass.121 On April 20th Stephen the Great

asked for information on the movement of Ottoman troops, upon which the Council wrote

about the invasion to Transylvania a few days later, asking the Moldavian Voivod for quick

support.122 At the same time it is interesting that the concept of the reply of the Council

of Braşov “is written in a great hurry and difficult to read” which may also be read as an

indication of the immediate danger and necessity for swift action.

Immediately beforehand, on April 10th, an order for the supply of provisions for Bran had

been given, a command that was repeated at the beginning of July.123 The invasion, consid-

ering the correspondence with Stephen the Great, is probably to be set within this period of

time, that is, from April 10th to the beginning of July. On August 14th Stephen Báthory fi-

nally asked the Braşov Council to send messengers to Wallachia and bring him information

about the Ottoman troops – a letter that may already be regarded as a first sign of the Battle

of Breadfield that followed two months later.124

This battle onOctober 13, 1479 can certainly be rated as a successful counterpart to the dis-

astrous invasion of 1438. This time there was an opportune intervention against the Ottoman

army which prevented a further advance. The Ottoman deployment of troops was certainly

of a similar dimension to that led by the Sultan in 1438. This time the invasion of Transyl-

vania by Ottoman troops was via the area of the Unterwald.125 During the withdrawal of the

Ottoman troops Stephen Báthory succeeded in challenging them at the so-called Battle of the

Breadfield in which the Ottoman Army was decisively beaten.126

That the attack in general did not follow across the Burzenland is, however, due to the

diplomatic intervention of theWallachian Voivodwho further re-affirmed that he would keep

the Ottomans at a distance and that it would once more be secure to trade in Wallachia.127

On December 21st, two months after the battle, Stephen Báthory asked Braşov to provide

him “die noctuque cum verissimis famis” with news and that this information was also to be

shared with the Wallachian Voivod.128
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The Further Course of Events until 1500

Even though a further threat of invasion remained for Braşov and Transylvania, and two such

invasions, as evident in the sources, followed in 1493, the year 1479 still represents a decisive

turning-point in the history of Transylvania in connection with the repulsion of Ottoman

danger in the 15th century. It was, at the very least, the last invasion of such dimensions until

the Battle of Mohács.

Fears of renewed Ottoman campaigns against Transylvania had certainly materialized

once again in 1481 and in the following year.129 The same was true of the years 1487 and

1488 which in the latter case led to Braşov being freed “from all military levies, apart from

the altercations with the Turks in Moldavia andWallachia”.130 Fear of invasion is also tangi-

ble in the year 1491.131 In the same year the well-known defence rules of Braşov originated, in

which exact rules of behaviour as well as a defence plan in the case of an invasion were drawn

up.132 This shows that the threat and fear of further invasions were also ever-present after

the Battle of Breadfield in the last years of the 15th century. On the other hand, indications of

such invasions appear in the documents of the previous years again and again,133 leading to

the already-mentioned “permanent state of confrontation”.

Both of the last invasions in the 15th century confirmed in sources followed fourteen years

after the Battle of Breadfield. In the winter of 1492/93, precisely at the end of January 1493,

the Turks succeeded in carrying out a surprise attack which was directed against the area

surrounding Sibiu.134 The outcome, however, was apparently that this Ottoman expedition

was also defeated during its retreat.135 The last known invasion, which was only of smaller

dimensions, took place against Burzenland, apparently also again by way of the Bran Pass.136

Afterwards there is no further invasion confirmed in the records: “During the following years

sources refer only to the fears of Turkish invasions.”137

The critical evaluation and interpretation of the sources – including the Ottoman cam-

paign of 1395, as well as that against Oradea in 1473 – shows that there were altogether thir-

teen138 invasions of differing manner and dimensions, eight of these in connection with the

Burzenland, that is, respectively Braşov, which can be found and confirmed in the records

with regard to Transylvania as a whole in the 15th century. With the exception of the retreat

of 1438, which began in and followed on from Sibiu, as well as that of 1421 via the Predeal

Pass, every advance in that direction of Braşov or the Burzenland was apparently by way of

the Bran Pass, while the second invasion of 1438 would have taken place by way of several

passes. As already mentioned above, a larger number of smaller invasions and expeditions,

especially those by irregular Ottoman troops, have to be taken into account.

Conclusion

To sum up, one can assume that the contribution of the town in just that phase of the “re-

pulsion of the Turks” consisted less of active help at arms and more in the maintenance of a

widely extensive network of information, the production and delivery of weapons and in other

logistical as well as political tasks. The town played a significant role in the whole strategic

defence belt formed by the towns in southern Transylvania. This made it almost impossible

for Ottoman troops to maintain a position in these places.

At the same time, the respective Hungarian rulers remained in close contact with Braşov,

a contact which they strengthened not only by continual correspondence and the granting of

privileges, but also by personal visits to the town. The political significance of Braşov was,

as part of this process, additionally heightened by its being the place where treaties with the

Ottoman Empire were signed, thus becoming the stage for politics beyond the Empire. With

the exception of more difficult phases of conflict involving Vlad Ţepeş, the Wallachian rulers

were, even in phases in which they were close to the Ottomans, interested in securing the

favour of the town. Relationships with the Moldavian prince Stephen the Great were, above

all, determined by the supportive role of Braşov in its anti-Ottoman endeavours.

To conclude, it appears important to point once more to the fact that the danger posed

by Ottoman expansion in the above-mentioned aspects also manifested itself in a positive

way for Braşov, from which the town was able to profit considerably. Flourishing and tech-

nologically-advanced craftsmanship, a highly-developed building craft and the acquisition of

influential political power and autonomy were the consequences. The advance of the mili-

tary borders in the direction of the Hungarian Empire also brought Turkish traders to the
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outskirts of the town. In this way the aspect of danger in the period of time covered here fits

seamlessly into one of the most significant successful phases of the development of the town

of Braşov.

Translated by Janet Beham
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